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Bathing

Bathmaster™ Deltis

Difficulties getting into and out of the
bath are quickly and easily overcome
when using the Bathmaster Deltis.
Simple to take in and out of the bath,
it separates into two parts for easier
lifting and carrying. High quality
materials and construction offer the
utmost in safety and comfort with no
servicing required.

One of the lightest reclining
bath lifts available

Compact frame fits virtually
all bath tubs

Latest battery technology
ensures high performance

Bespoke, service free motor
gives long term durability

The Bathmaster Deltis is easy
to assemble with no technical
knowledge required. With built-in
convenient holding points, and
the heaviest part weighing just
6.8kg (15lb), transport and storage
become effortless. The all plastic
construction is modern, easy to
clean and free from corrosion.
Designed to be strong, stable &
durable, it gives confidence to the
user and ensures hassle free, long
term usage.

Occupying the optimum amount of
space, the compact frame of the
Bathmaster Deltis is suitable for
nearly all bath tubs, yet maintains
a high level of stability when in use.
Large side flaps allow easy transfer
in and out of the bath, and optional
swivelling seats are available for
those requiring additional assistance.

The small, lightweight hand controller
is simple to use and floats when
not in use, enabling easy recovery if
dropped into the water. The lithium
ion batteries have no memory effect
and very low self-discharging, giving
improved performance and battery
life. The latest software allows gentle
charging, further preserving
the batteries.

Fully waterproof with no built in
circuit board, the motor has been
specifically designed for long
term protection against failure or
damage. The hand controller plugs
directly into the top of the motor
ensuring there are no leads from
the motor that could be damaged
during transportation of the unit.
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Bathmaster™ Deltis
Complete with Blue Covers - Bathlift, blue covers, hand controller,
1 hour recharger, side flaps and 2 side flap protectors
091324144
UK
091324151
European

Complete with White Covers - Bathlift, white covers, hand controller,
1 hour recharger, side flaps and 2 side flap protectors
091324185
UK
091324193
European
Complete - Bathlift, hand controller, 1 hour recharger, side flaps and
2 side flap protectors
091316736
UK
091324078
European
Maximum
user weight

140
kg

22
st

A heavy duty version is available with an increased maximum user weight
of 170kg (26 3/4st). Supplied with a fast 1 hour charger.
Heavy Duty Complete with Blue Covers - Heavy duty bathlift,
blue covers, hand controller, 1 hour recharger, side flaps and
2 side flap protectors
091324102
UK
091324110
European
Maximum
user weight

170 263/4
st

kg

Optional Additional Covers
091324557 Optional Blue Covers
091324565 Optional White Covers
Optional Swivel Seats
091324532 Swivel Seat
091324540 Swivel Transfer Seat
Maximum
user weight

140
kg

22
st

Spare Parts
091434695 Hand Controller
091434703 UK Recharger
091434711 Europe Recharger
091434729 Australasia Recharger
091433424 Side Flap Protectors
Specifications

Seat size

Supportive, reclining backrest
offers ultimate relax ation

F our year guarantee giving
peace of mind

The gently contoured seat and
backrest give both comfort and
support when lowering and reclining.
The user selects their preferred
angle of recline between 10 and 40°
allowing optimum positioning for their
requirements.

With a four year guarantee against
defects in materials or workmanship,
the user can be reassured that the
bath lift will be in full working order
when they need to use it.

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing please contact
Customer Services.

Backrest size
Seat height
Footprint
Seat weight
Backrest weight
Maximum user
weight
Average number
of lift cycles
Guarantee

500×375mm (193/4×143/4˝) excluding side flaps
500×695mm (193/4×271/4˝) including side flaps
680×350 (263/4×133/4˝)
69 to 455mm (23/4 to 18˝)
560×295mm (22×111/2˝)
6.8kg (15lbs)
3.7kg (81/4lbs)
140kg (22st)
9 (based on 80kg load)
4 years on all parts

See following page for
Bathmaster Deltis Premium

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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Bathmaster Deltis Ordering Details:

Bathing

Bathmaster™ Deltis Premium

W ith the same outstanding performance as the
original Bathmaster Deltis, this P remium version
is for users requiring additional comfort and
durability. T he lux urious pads ex tend to cover
the complete seat and backrest and are machine
washable. Built- in anti- microbial protection ensures
they are durable and easy to maintain.
Bathmaster Deltis Premium Ordering Details:
091556281

Bathmaster Deltis Bathlift complete
with Premium Comfort Covers
Includes - Bathlift, turquoise premium comfort covers, hand controller,
1 hour UK recharger, side flaps and side flap protectors
Alternatively, purchase the Premium Comfort Covers separately to upgrade
an existing Bathmaster Deltis
091553718
Optional Premium Comfort Covers
Maximum
user weight

140
kg

22
st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing please contact
Customer Services.
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Bathing Lift Cushion
1

Maximum
user weight

153
kg

24
st

1

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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1 Bathing Cushion Bath Lift
The Bathing Cushion bath lift is simple to use, lowering the user
gently to the bottom of the bath. Once there they can choose
whether to leave a small amount of air in the cushion to act as a
back support, or release all the air to lie right back and bathe as
normal. When bathing is finished, the Bathing Cushion can be
re-inflated using the Airflo compressor to lift the user steadily back
up, level with the top of the bath. The Bathing Cushion bath lift is
designed to offer increased stability and comfort. Weighing only
2kg (4.4lbs) and featuring a carry handle, it is supremely portable
making it ideal for taking away on visits or on holiday. It can also
be set up or removed in seconds and requires no fixtures or
adaptations to an existing bathroom.
Note: This product is only suitable for users with good upper
body stability.
Seat dimensions: Inflated seat height 400m (15 3/4˝);
Deflated seat height 20mm (3/4˝); Seat width 580mm (22 3/4˝);
Seat depth 44cm (17 1/4˝); Weight 2kg.
Airflo compressor size: Length 305mm (12˝);
Width 270mm (10 1/2˝); Height 155mm (6˝); Weight 6kg.
091170927 Bathing Cushion UK
091170935 Bathing Cushion Europe
091555937 Spare Airflo Compressor

Bathing

Bath Boards & Seats
1

1 Homecraft Lightweight
Suspended Bath Seat
Constructed from aluminium with a plastic seat, this bath seat
is both corrosion resistant and extremely lightweight. There is
no assembly or adjustment necessary, the bath seat is simply
positioned where required. Soft caps on the arms both protect
the edge of the bath and prevent the seat from moving.
Seat size 410×230mm (16×9˝). Overall width 740mm (29˝).
Fits baths with an internal measurement of 585 to 670mm
(23 to 26 3/8˝). Seat height below rim 140mm (5½˝). Weight 1.2kg.
091170737
Maximum
user weight

100 15¾
kg

st

2 Homecraft Alton Bath Board

2

A perforated steel construction coated in tough white, easy to
clean plastic. Extra wide, high strength and quick draining design,
also ideal when showering. The adjustable metal brackets
enable this bath board to fit a wide variety of bath styles.
Bracket adjustment inside bath 380 to 605mm (15 to 23 3/4˝).
Length 680mm (26 3/4˝). Width 298mm (11 3/4˝). Weight 4.8kg.
081305010
Maximum
userweight

190
kg

30
st

3 Homecraft Moulded Bath Board
with Handle
Constructed from lightweight moulded plastic, this bath board is
both sturdy and durable. The board has holes to assist with water
drainage and a built in dish for storing soap. Supplied complete
with a handle to give the user support and assistance when
getting onto or off of the board. Length 711mm (28˝).
Width 318mm (12 1/2˝). Internal width adjustment 406 to 660mm
(16 to 26˝). Weight 2.5kg.
091325844
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

3

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
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Bath Boards

1 Homecraft Savanah™ Slatted Bath Board
Made with smooth, reinforced plastic slats, the Savanah bath
board provides a strong comfortable, quick draining design.
The slats are fully sealed against the ingress of water and all
fittings are stainless steel, giving a corrosion resistant bath board.
The brackets include a serrated face and rubber buffers to help
secure the board in place. The bracket may also be angled to
position the board further back into the bath. Rubber pads under
the slats help prevent the bath board slipping on the rim of the
bath. Width 232mm (9 1/4˝).
Length
Weight
091072586 660mm(26˝)
2.0kg
091072636 686mm(27˝)
2.1kg
081124387 711mm(28˝)
2.2kg
081124395 762mm(30˝)
2.3kg
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

2 Homecraft Savanah™ Slatted Shower Board
Similar in function and appearance to the Savanah slatted bath
board but supplied with two additional slats to provide extra
comfort and support. The extra width gives more confidence
to users when transferring and gives a larger surface area,
and therefore more comfort, for users who need to shower on the
board. Consisting of the same features as the bath board and
made from the same high quality, durable materials, it may also
be used with the Homecraft Savanah slatted bath board handle.
Width 356mm (14˝).
Length
Weight
091072669 660mm(26˝)
2.8kg
081124411 686mm(27˝)
3.0kg
091072677 711mm(28˝)
3.2kg
081331305 762mm(30˝)
3.5kg
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

2

30
st

3 Homecraft Savanah™ Slatted
Bath Board Handle
For ease of transfer and added user security, an optional handle
is available for the Savanah slatted bath board or shower board.
To improve grip on the handle, the moulding is covered with a
comfortable, soft feel sleeve. Fitting the handle may remove the
need for a wall mounted grab rail in many circumstances.
Weight 0.2kg.
081124403

3

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
PRICES
For up-to-date prices please see our Website, alternatively contact your
Sales Representative or Customer Services.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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Bath Seats
1

1 Homecraft Savanah™ Slatted Bath Seat
The Homecraft Savanah bath seat provides a strong,
comfortable, quick draining seat that is suitable for both bathing
and showering. The slats are fully sealed against the ingress
of water and fittings are either stainless steel or plastic giving a
corrosion resistant seat. Four strong suckers hold the bath seat
securely in position. Seat size 457×290mm (18×11 1/4˝).
Footprint 345×300mm (13 1/2×12˝).
Height
Weight
081124429 152mm(6˝)
2.2kg
081124437 203mm(8˝)
2.5kg
081124445 305mm(12˝)
3.2kg
Maximum
user weight

2

190
kg

30
st

2 Homecraft Savanah™ Moulded Bath Seat
A tough white moulded plastic stool type seat with advanced
sucker design for maximum security in water. The seat has holes
for drainage and a partial cutaway for easier personal cleaning.
The seat is contoured for comfort and is available in two heights,
using leg extensions. It can be purchased as a fixed height
assembled product, or in easy-to-assemble kit form to give
either height. Seat size 400×240mm (15 3/4×9 1/2˝).
Height
Weight
091072792 Low 150mm (6˝)
790g
091072800 High 200mm (8˝)
865g
091072818 150-200mm (6-8˝) Kit
900g
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

3 Homecraft White Line Suspended
Bath Seats
3

A

These aluminium bath seats have a plastic seat with a horseshoe front cut-out for personal cleansing and small holes for
water drainage. Available as a seat only, or with a backrest for
additional comfort and support. Supplied flat packed, with tools,
they are easy to assemble and can be adjusted in width to suit
the bath tub. Overall width adjustment 600 to 720mm
(23 1/2 to 28 1/4˝). Seat width 400mm (16˝). Seat depth 400mm
(16˝). Seat height below rim 205mm (8˝). Cut-out 120×150mm
(4 3/4×6˝). Backrest size 470×150mm (18 1/2×6˝). Backrest height
above seat 360mm (14 1/4˝).
091477744 A Seat Only
091356062 B Seat with Backrest
Maximum
user weight

3

130 201/4
kg

st

B

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
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Bath Seats & Benches

1 Homecraft Transfer Bath Bench
An extra wide bath seat that sits with two legs inside the bath
and two legs outside. The user sits securely on the seat and has
plenty of room to manoeuvre during a side transfer.
The heavily padded seat is divided into two sections to allow
for water drainage. The padded backrest provides comfort and
support, while the handle can be used to assist with side transfer.
Made from aluminium, the frame is strong but lightweight.
May be assembled for use on either side of the bath. The legs
are finished with ferrules, with the larger ones placed in the
bath. External seat height adjustable from 559 to 660mm (22 to
26˝). Maximum clearance from floor 610mm (24˝). Seat size
700×406mm (27 1/2×16˝). Weight 5.8kg.
091075662
Maximum
user weight

120 183/4
kg

st

2 Homecraft Ascot Combined Board
and Seat System
A luxury product combining a bath board with a bath seat,
ensuring correct alignment with no possibility of movement
between them. The frame is adjustable to allow for variations
in bath depth. Both seat and board are padded for maximum
comfort. Available with either standard or front cut-away seat
for easier personal cleansing. Seat height 153mm (6˝).
Seat size 360×305mm (14×12˝). Board width 235mm (9 1/4˝).
Board length 670mm (26 1/2˝). Weight 7.6kg.
Seat Style
091072701 Standard
081305028 Cut-away
Maximum
user weight

127
kg

20
st

2

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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Swivelling Bath Seats
1

1 Swivel Bather™
This seat consists of two parts, a fixed base, which is fitted to
the bath, and a rotating seat that can be locked in four positions.
It allows the user to sit comfortably in the seat and gently swing
their legs around, so that they are sitting over the bath.
Gives improved security and confidence when compared to
bath boards. Perforations in the seat allow for fast drainage.
Seat size 445×405mm (17 1/2×16˝). Backrest height 355mm
(14˝). Width between armrests 485mm (19˝). Inner bath size
535 to 635mm (21 to 25˝). Weight 6.4kg.
091073162
Maximum
user weight

127
kg

20
st

2 Adjustable Width Swivel Bather™

2

The adjustable width Swivel Bather can be easily adjusted to
fit a wide range of bathtubs. Each arm of the base frame can
be independently adjusted by simply turning the grey handles.
This adjustability also allows the seat to be set closer to the
open side of the bath, making entry easier. Available with a
standard steel frame or as a heavy duty stainless steel frame with
a ten year guarantee against corrosion. Fits internal bath widths
from 430 to 700mm (17 to 27 1/2˝). Fits external bath widths from
635 to 785mm (25 to 31˝). Seat size 445×405mm (17 1/2×16˝).
Backrest height 355mm (14˝). Width between armrests
485mm (19˝). Weight 7kg.
091073188 Adjustable Width Swivel Bather
Maximum
127 20
kg
st
user weight
091536549 Heavy Duty Adjustable Width Swivel Bather
Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

3 Swivel Bather™ for Corner Baths
This stainless steel seat allows easy transfer into most corner
baths. The base frame has extendible tubes that can be adjusted
independently from 810 to 1200mm (32 to 47˝) in width. Backrest
height 355mm (14˝). Seat width 445mm (17˝). Seat depth
405mm (16˝). Width between arm rests 485mm (19˝). Seat height
above bath 90mm (3 1/2˝). Weight 6.5kg.
091073170

3
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Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st
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Swivelling Bath Seats

1 Homecraft Aluminium Swivelling
Bath Seat
Lightweight and corrosion resistant, this aluminium swivelling
bath seat is available in three frame widths to suit a variety of bath
sizes. The rotating seat locks at each 90° interval and has side
arms to enable easy transfer and provide additional security to
the user. Holes in the seat aid water drainage. Seat width
460mm (18˝). Seat depth 390mm (15 1/4˝). Weight 7.2kg.
Frame width
091325836 665mm (26˝)
091427376 685mm (27˝)
091325257 710mm (28˝)
Maximum
user weight

100 153/4
kg

st

2 Homecraft White Line Swivelling
Bath Seat
This aluminium swivelling bath seat has a plastic seat with a
horse-shoe front cut-out for personal cleansing and small holes
for water drainage. Supplied flat packed with tools it is easy to
assemble. Seat width 400mm (16˝). Seat depth 400mm (16˝).
Cut-out 120×150mm (4 3/4×6˝). Overall width 710mm (28˝).
Overall depth 525mm (20 1/2˝). Backrest size 470×150mm
(18 1/2×6˝). Backrest height above seat 360mm (14 1/4˝).
Weight 6.6kg
091477769
Maximum
user weight

ALUMINIUM FRAME

2

130 201/4
kg

st

2

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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Homecraft Pacific Bathing Range
1

1 Homecraft Pacific Shower Stool
This adjustable height shower stool is designed to provide
comfort during showering by offering a safe and secure platform
for sitting. The lightweight frame, ergonomically designed surface
with anti-slip pattern offers everything needed in a simple shower
stool. Seat size 305×305mm (12×12˝).
Seat Height
091561109 Height Adjustable
390 to 540mm
Shower Stool
(15¼ to 21¼˝)
Maximum
user weight

150 23½
kg

st

2 Homecraft Pacific Shower Bench
Offering a larger seating platform with the choice of backrest,
the Pacific Shower Bench gives additional comfort and support.
Height adjustable to ensure they suit the user’s requirements.
The seat is made from polypropylene with an anti-slip surface,
offering durability, strength and warmth. Seat size 500×300mm
(19¾×12˝).
Seat height adjustment 390 to 540mm (15¼ to 21¼˝).
Backrest height above seat 260mm (10¼˝).
A Shower Bench
091561117
B Shower Bench with Backrest
091561125

2

A

Maximum
user weight

150 23½
kg

st

3 Homecraft Pacific Compact Wall
Mounted Shower Seats

B

With a compact seat these attractive wall mounted seats fit
neatly into most shower areas. Available with or without legs,
they fold against the wall when not in use. Seat size 340×370mm
(13¼×14½˝). Seat with legs is height adjustable from 390 to
540mm (15¼ to 21¼˝).
A Shower Seat
091561141
B Shower Seat with Legs
091561158
Maximum
user weight

3

125 19½
kg

st

A

B

PRICES
For up-to-date prices please see our Website, alternatively contact
your Sales Representative or Customer Services.
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Homecraft Wall Mounted Shower Seats
2

3

3

1 Homecraft Tooting Padded Seat
This comfortable padded shower seat is fitted to the wall and can
be folded up when not in use. It has two height adjustable legs
at the front to provide extra support and stability. These legs are
fitted with non-slip feet and are adjusted with pin clips. The seat is
mounted on a corrosion resistant aluminium, stainless steel and
plastic frame and requires fixing to the wall at a suitable height.
Seat height adjustment 485 to 590mm (19 to 23˝).
Seat size 330×390mm (13×15 1/2˝). Weight 4.9kg.
081305390
Maximum
user weight

159
kg

25
st

2 Homecraft Tooting Horseshoe
Shower Seat
Similar to the Tooting padded seat above, but with a horseshoe
cut-out at the front to enable easier personal cleansing.
Weight 4.8kg. Other specifications as for 081305390.
091076884
Maximum
user weight

159
kg

25
st

3 Homecraft Tooting Slatted Seat
Similar to the padded seat above, but supplied with a slatted
plastic seat to aid drainage. Seat size 295×435mm (11 1/2×17˝).
Weight 4.3kg. Other specifications as for 081305390.
081305382
Maximum
user weight

159
kg

25
st

4 Homecraft White Line Wall Mounted
Shower Seat
This height adjustable aluminium shower seat has drop down
legs, enabling the seat to be folded away when not in use.
Seat height adjustment 450 to 550mm (17 3/4 to 21 3/4˝).
Seat width 370mm (14 1/2˝). Seat depth 400mm (16˝). Total depth
when folded 140mm (5 1/2˝). Overall width 440mm (17 1/2˝).
Overall depth 500mm (19 3/4˝).
091477751
Maximum
user weight

130 201/4
kg

st

4

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this
reason, all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable
qualifications and/or experience in installing this type of product,
ensuring the fixtures are appropriate for the specific installation.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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Homecraft Wall Mounted Shower Seats
1

1

1 Homecraft Savanah™
Wall Mounted Shower Seats

1

1

The generous seat size of these Savanah™ Shower Seats ensure
comfort and security for the user. Wall mounted with a choice of
screw configuration, the shower stools fold neatly against the wall
when not required. Manufactured from aluminium and plastic,
they are durable and corrosion resistant. The height adjustable
legs provide additional support and stability. The optional
backrest has arms that foldaway independently for side transfer
and can be mounted at the desired height for the user. Optional
seat and backrest pad cushions are also available.
Seat dimensions
Seat width 430mm (17˝). Seat depth 360mm (14 1/4˝). Seat height
455 to 585mm (18 to 23˝). Distance from wall 430mm (17˝).
Distance from wall when folded 130mm (5˝). Weight 3.8kg
Backrest dimensions
Width between arms 500mm (19 3/4˝). Armrest length 360mm
(14 1/4˝). Armrest length from wall 390mm (15 1/4˝). Backrest
height 205mm (9 3/4˝). Backrest width 500mm (19 3/4˝).
Backrest can be mounted at desired height. Weight 1.7kg
091171511 Homecraft Savanah Shower Seat
091171529 Homecraft Savanah Backrest and Arms
091311836 Optional Seat Cushion
091311844 Optional Backrest Cushion
Maximum
user weight

1

159
kg

25
st

1

MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this
reason, all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable
qualifications and/or experience in installing this type of product,
ensuring the fixtures are appropriate for the specific installation.
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Wall Mounted Shower Seats
1

1

2

2

3

3

These wall mounted shower seats have fold down, height
adjustable legs to provide stability where the wall construction
does not allow an unsupported seat. The legs are finished with
non-marking, slip-resistant rubber tips for additional safety.
Constructed from easy-to-clean, blow-moulded plastic the seat
has built in handles to give extra security to the user. Available
with a choice of aluminium or steel frame, both of which fold
against the wall when not in use. Seat width 490mm (19¼˝).
Seat depth 280mm (11˝). Distance from wall 380mm (15˝).
Distance from wall when folded 145mm (5¾˝).
Weight
091171644 Aluminium
4.6kg
081611029 Steel
5kg
Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

2 Homecraft Wall Mounted Shower Seat
This wall mounted shower seat folds against the wall when not
in use. Constructed from easy-to-clean, blow-moulded plastic
the seat has built in handles to give extra security to the user.
Seat width 490mm (19¼˝). Seat depth 280mm (11˝).
Distance from wall 380mm (15˝). Distance from wall
when folded 120mm (4¾˝). Weight 4.5kg.
091325265
Maximum
user weight

114 173/4
kg

st

3 Drop Down Shower Seat
Constructed from stainless steel with a moulded plastic seat,
this shower seat is totally corrosion resistant. The seat is moulded
from anti-bacterial plastic, giving added protection against germs.
With four screw holes for secure fixing, the seat can be mounted
at the required height for the user. Seat width 425mm (16˝).
Seat depth 280mm (11˝). Projection from wall when open
370mm (14 1/2˝).
091076660
Maximum
user weight

125 191/2
kg

st

MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this
reason, all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable
qualifications and/or experience in installing this type of product,
ensuring the fixtures are appropriate for the specific installation.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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1 Homecraft Wall Mounted
Shower Seat with Legs

Bathing

Wall Mounted Shower Seats
1

1 Wall Mounted Shower Seat
with Back and Arm Rests
This generously sized shower seat features a comfortable back
support that is angled ten degrees from the vertical for additional
support and comfort. The drop down arms are coated with
polyurethane foam and have moulded hand grips giving comfort
and security. For additional user comfort the angle of the arms
can be adjusted by five degrees either side of the horizontal.
Framework and legs are made from stainless steel making this
seat both durable and rust free. The seat can be folded away
when not in use and arms fold back to allow side transfer.
Two pairs of legs are supplied allowing the height of the seat to
be adjusted anywhere between 390 and 640mm (15 1/4 and 25˝).
Seat width 582mm (23˝). Seat depth 576mm (22 1/2˝). Width
between arms 482mm (19˝). Seat height at maximum leg
extension 640mm (25˝). Seat height at minimum leg extension
390mm (15˝). Projection from wall when folded 247mm (9 1/2˝).
Weight
091076751 Standard Seat
12.7kg
Maximum
user weight

255
kg

40
st

2 Wall Mounted Extra Wide Shower Seats

2

With a maximum user weight of 222kg (34¾st) and an extra wide
seat, these shower seats are suitable for a wide range of users.
Constructed from aluminium with a white powder coating to give
a durable and attractive finish, these seats fold against the wall
when not in use. Pads are supplied to provide additional comfort
and warmth. The height adjustable legs give a seat height
between 440 and 560mm (17¼ and 22˝). Seat width 615mm
(24¼˝). Seat depth 400mm (15¾˝). Distance from wall 580mm
(22¾˝). Backrest height from wall bracket 455mm (17½˝).
External width 714mm (28˝). Weight 15.3kg.
091171602
Maximum
user weight

222 343/4
kg

st

2

BARIATRIC
These products are designed for bariatric users
MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this
reason, all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable
qualifications and/or experience in installing this type of product,
ensuring the fixtures are appropriate for the specific installation.
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Wall Mounted Shower Seats
1

1

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

2 Homecraft Wall Mounted Shower Seat
with Back and Arms
This height adjustable shower chair has an aluminium frame,
ensuring it is both lightweight and corrosion resistant. The arms,
seat and legs fold easily away when not in use. Lift-up arms
enable easier side transfer and the backrest offers additional
support. Supplied complete with seat and backrest pads that
may be removed if required. Seat width 460mm (18˝). Seat depth
380mm (15˝). Distance from wall 545mm (21½˝). Distance from
wall when folded 180mm (7˝). Armrest height above unpadded
seat 213mm (8¼˝). Seat height without pad 435 to 555mm
(17¼ to 21¾˝). Seat height with pad 460 to 580mm (18 to 22¾˝).
Weight 6.3kg.
091438589
Maximum
user weight

160
kg

UNPADDED SEAT

PADDED SEAT

1

2

25
st

3 Padded Wall Mounted Seat
with Back and Arms
These robust, padded shower seats are manufactured from
epoxy coated aluminium, ensuring they are corrosion resistant.
The seat, backrest and armrests are generously padded with
cellular moulded foam. To allow side transfer, the arm rests may
be easily flipped up and back. Seat height is adjustable from
520 to 600mm (201/2 to 231/2˝). Seat width 460mm (18˝). Seat depth
370mm (141/2˝). Width between arms 540mm (211/4˝). External
width 590mm (231/4˝). Projection from wall when open 540mm
(211/4˝). Projection from wall closed 180mm (7˝).
Weight 6.3kg
091076728 Standard Seat
091076736 Horseshoe Seat (Not Illustrated)
Maximum
user weight

160
kg

3

25
st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this
reason, all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable
qualifications and/or experience in installing this type of product,
ensuring the fixtures are appropriate for the specific installation.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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1 Wall Mounted Shower Seats
These wall mounted shower seats have a painted aluminium
frame for durability. Both have a moulded plastic seat that clips
on to the frame and the padded version has a generous moulded
cellular cushion 300×400mm (11 3/4×15 3/4˝).
Seat width 460mm (18˝). Seat depth 370mm (14 1/2˝). Depth from
wall open 420mm (16 1/2˝). Depth from wall closed 100mm (4˝).
Seat Height
Weight
091174978 Unpadded 480 to 560mm
3.5kg
(19 to 22˝)
091175017 Padded
520 to 600mm
5kg
(20 1/2 to 23 1/2˝)

Bathing

Sherwood Shower Stools
1
B

1 Homecraft Sherwood Plus
Bariatric Shower Stools
A

SHOWER STOOLS

1

Maximum
user weight

E

D

These extra wide shower stools are excellent for the larger user
and have generously padded vinyl covered foam seats for
additional comfort. The cross-braced construction and 25mm (1˝)
epoxy coated steel tubing provide an ultra strong seating support.
Choose from a range of two shower stools and three perching
stools. Each stool is height adjustable using pin clips and the
shower stool is available with a backrest that is adjustable in
depth. The perching stools have a frame that is slightly lower at
the front to give the seat a 51mm (2˝) incline.
Shower stool dimensions: Height adjustable between 508mm
(20˝) and 686mm (27˝). Seat width 610mm (24˝).
Seat depth 430mm (17˝). Width between arms 670mm (26 1/2˝).
Perching stool dimensions: Height adjustable between 559mm
(22˝) and 737mm (29˝). Seat width 521mm (20 1/2˝).
Seat depth 324mm (12 3/4˝). Width between arms 610mm (24˝).
Footprint at highest setting 770×660mm (30 1/4×26˝).
081345206 A Shower Stool
081345214 B Shower Stool with Adjustable Padded Back
091156652 C Perching Stool
081345180 D Perching Stool with Arms and Back
081345198 E Perching Stool with Arms and
Padded Back

255
kg

40
st

2 Homecraft Sherwood Folding
Perching Stools

C

This attractive shower stool has a folding frame, enabling it to
be easily stored away when not in use. The height adjustable
seat ensures it can be set to the correct height for the user.
Constructed from steel with cushioned vinyl pads.
Available with or without a back. Seat width 470mm (18 1/2˝).
Seat depth 330mm (13˝). Backrest size 300×130mm (11 3/4˝).
External width 480mm (18 3/4˝). External depth 306 to 405mm
(12 to 16˝). Height adjustable from 535 to 624mm (21 to 24 1/2˝).
Weight
091310846 Standard Stool
8.7kg
091310853 Standard Stool with Back 10kg
Maximum
user weight

150 23½
kg

st

PERCHING STOOLS

2

2

BARIATRIC
These products are designed for bariatric users
SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
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Sherwood Shower Stools

A

B

C

D

E

1 Homecraft Sherwood Perching Stools
These sturdy, stable stools have luxury padded seats for comfort
and support. The frames are lower at the front to allow the seat
to slope. The legs are widely spaced for stability, and have large
rubber feet to prevent slipping and spread the weight load in a
shower. Available as fixed or adjustable heights, with or without
back and arms. Seat size 355×295mm (14×11 1/2˝).
Width between arms 415mm (16 1/4˝).
Maximum
user weight

153
kg

24
st

A FIXED HEIGHT
Base footprint 430×475mm (17×18 3/4˝). Height 610mm (24˝).
Weight 3.6kg.
091074889
B ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
Leg height is adjusted easily over 150mm (6˝) without tools.
Seat height 500 to 645mm (19 3/4 to 25 1/2˝) in 25mm (1˝)
increments. Base footprint: 430×418mm (17×16 1/2˝) at lowest;
508×470mm (20×18 1/2˝) at highest. Weight 4kg.
081305275
C ADJUSTABLE WITH ARMS
This height adjustable stool has padded arms, but no back
rest. It is particularly useful for discouraging users from leaning
backward. Weight 4.8kg.
081124452
D ADJUSTABLE WITH BACK AND ARMS
Adjustable height legs with back and side arm frame to provide
additional support. Weight 5.4kg.
081305283
E LUXURY WITH BACK AND ARMS
A luxury version, adjustable in height with padded back and
arm rests. Weight 5.9kg.
081305291

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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1

Bathing

Shower Stools
1

A

1

B

1 Homecraft Adjustable Height
Perching Stools
These height adjustable perching stools are available in a range
of styles, with or without armrests and backs. The robust frame is
manufactured from powder coated steel and the grey vinyl seat
and back upholstery is fully sealed. The frame is slightly lower at
the front to give the seat a slight incline and to enable the user
to raise and lower themselves from the stool easily. Non-marking
slip-resistant rubber tips are supplied as standard. Seat height
(at front) 540 to 700mm (21 1/4 to 27 1/2˝). Width between armrests
(at bottom) 460mm (18˝). Width between armrests (at top)
500mm (20˝). Seat depth 285mm (11 1/4˝).
External width 543mm (21 1/4˝).
Weight
4.5kg
091357219 A Stool
5.5kg
091357227 B Stool with Arms
091357235 C Stool with Arms and Back 6.9kg
7kg
091357243 D Stool with Arms and
Padded Back

1

C

1

D

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

2 Extra Wide Perching Stools
This heavy duty perching stool has a wide frame and generously
padded seat for additional comfort. The frame is manufactured
from robust powder coated steel and is height adjustable.
Supplied with non-marking slip-resistant rubber tips. Seat height
500 to 660mm (19 3/4 to 26˝). Seat width 515mm (20 1/4˝). Seat
depth 305mm (12˝). Backrest size 340×140mm (13 1/2×5 1/2˝).
Footprint (lowest position) 710×460mm (28×18˝). Footprint
(highest position) 740×500mm (29×19 3/4˝). Weight 9.7kg
091438217
Maximum
user weight

280
kg

44
st

2

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
BARIATRIC
This product is designed for bariatric users.
PRICES
For up-to-date prices please see our Website, alternatively contact
your Sales Representative or Customer Services.
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Shower Stools
1

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

1

1

30
st

2 Prima Aluminium Shower Stools
2

Similar in design to the Prima Modular Perching Stools above,
these modern aluminium shower stools are a stylish addition to
any bathroom. Lightweight, yet hardwearing, they are available as
standard shower stools or as perching stools. The shower stools
have horizontal seats, whilst the perching stools have a seat
which is angled forward slightly to assist with rising.
Seat width 400mm (16˝). Seat depth 310mm (12¼˝).
Shower Stool
Seat height 420 to 570mm (16 1/2 to 23˝). Footprint at highest
setting 450×480mm (18×19˝). Weight 2kg.
091167394 Shower Stool with Arms and Back
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

3 Extra Low Perching Stools
This range of low height perching stools allow shorter users to
sit at a comfortable height. Ideal for use around the home, in
the kitchen, bathroom or shower. The soft, padded seats are
slightly angled to enable the user to sit and rise with greater ease.
Available with moulded PU foam padding or with vinyl
covered foam padding.
Seat width 330mm (13˝). Seat depth 280mm (11˝). Seat height
400 to 550mm (15 to 21˝). Width between arms 445mm (17 1/2˝).
Footprint at maximum height 565×410mm (22 1/4×16 1/4˝).
091074921 Moulded PU Padding
091074939 Vinyl Padding
Maximum
user weight

140
kg

22
st

3

3

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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1 Prima Modular Perching Stool
• Attractive modern design
• Comfortable and hard wearing
• Versatile and functional
• Height adjustable
The Prima Modular Perching Stool has been designed to be
attractive and practical, having applications throughout the
home. The tilt design has a front that is 50mm (1˝) lower than the
back, reducing the effort required to sit and stand. As a result,
household tasks can be completed more easily and with
more comfort.
The modular design makes this stool versatile and minimises
storage space. The arms and backrest give it the flexibility to
be a basic perching stool, a stool with arms or one with arms and
back. The cranked feet allow the ferrules to have full contact with
the floor and the plastic seat cleans with ease.
Front height 500mm to 620mm (20 to 24 1/2˝). Back height
550mm to 670mm (22 1/2 to 27˝). Seat width 400mm (16˝).
Seat depth 310mm (12¼). Width between arms (when fitted)
450mm (18˝). Footprint 440×520mm (17¼×20½˝).
091158377 With Arms and Back

Bathing

Shower Stools
1 Heavy Duty Shower Bench

1

This heavy duty shower bench has a maximum user weight of
300kg (47st). The sturdy handles are higher than standard shower
stools and provide additional support and security to the user.
The moulded padded seat has slots to allow drainage and the
stainless steel frame is height adjustable. Seat height adjustment
470 to 610mm (18 1/2 to 24˝). Seat depth 406mm (16˝).
Seat Width
081124924 622mm (24 1/2˝)
Maximum
user weight

300
kg

47
st

2 Homecraft Adjustable Height Shower Stool
This height adjustable shower stool has a lightweight aluminium
frame and a clip-on plastic seat that can be easily removed for
cleaning. The handles on the side of the seat provide additional
support when rising or lowering. Seat width 370mm (14 1/2˝). Seat
depth 270mm (10 1/2˝). Seat height 460 to 585mm (18 to 23˝).
Width between arms 500mm (19¾˝). External width 550mm
(21 3/4˝). External depth 375mm (14 3/4˝). Weight 2.8kg.
091325356 Fixed Version
091564749 Flat Packed Version
NEW
091564756 Optional Seat Pad
NEW

2

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

3 Adjustable Shower Stool with Arms

OPTIONAL SEAT PAD

This adjustable shower stool has side handles to provide
additional security for the user. The height adjustable legs
have large non-marking rubber feet to provide stability and
prevent slipping. Seat height adjustable from 464 to 616mm
(18 1/4 to 24 1/4˝). Handle height adjustable from 546 to 699mm
(21 1/2 to 27 1/2˝). Seat width 394 (15 1/2˝). Seat depth 260mm
(10 1/4˝). Footprint at maximum height 546×406mm (21 1/2×16˝).
Width between armrests 445mm (17 1/2˝).
Weight
091075118 Metal Seat 4.3kg
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

FLAT PACK VERSION AVAILABLE

3

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
BARIATRIC
This product is designed for bariatric users.
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Shower Stools

1 Homecraft Adjustable Height
Aluminium Shower Stools
These neat shower stools have a moulded plastic seat with a
sturdy but lightweight frame. The adjustable aluminium legs are
finished with rubber ferrules to prevent movement of the stools.
Seat diameter 343mm (13 1/2˝).
Assembled in retail packaging
Height
Weight
091075647 406 to 508mm (16 to 20˝) 1.5kg
081135342 508 to 610mm (20 to 24˝) 1.7kg
Flat packed in retail packaging
Height
Weight
091553247 406 to 508mm (16 to 20˝) 1.5kg
091553254 508 to 610mm (20 to 24˝) 1.7kg
Maximum
user weight

113 173/4
kg

st

2 Homecraft Aluminium Shower Stools
These stools have moulded plastic seats with built in handles to
give additional support to the user and holes to aid water drainage.
Aluminium frames ensure they are lightweight and corrosion
resistant. The height adjustable legs are finished with non-marking,
slip-resistant rubber tips. Seat height 380 to 480mm (15 to 19˝).
Seat width 485mm (19˝). Seat depth 280mm (11˝).
Footprint 410×375mm (16×14¾˝).
Weight
3.1kg
091357144 A Stool with Backrest
091357151 B Stool
2.5kg
Maximum
user weight

A

2

B

2

100 153/4
kg

st

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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Shower Stools
1 Homecraft Corner Shower Stool

1

This handy tripod seat fits neatly into the corner of the shower.
The quadrant shaped seat is covered with padded waterproof
vinyl for comfort. With a sturdy, height adjustable frame and nonslip rubber feet, this stool is suitable for virtually any shower tray
and gives much more leg room than standard stools. Seat width
405mm (16˝). Seat depth 380mm (15˝). Height adjustable from
508 to 610mm (20 to 24˝). Footprint 450mm (18˝). Weight 4.5kg.
081124460
Maximum
user weight

120 183/4
kg

st

2 Homecraft White Line Aluminium
Corner Shower Stool
The aluminium frame and moulded plastic seat ensure this stool
is both lightweight and corrosion resistant. The tripod shaped
frame fits neatly into the corner of a shower cubicle, making
optimum use of the space available. Flat packed, it is easy to
assemble with the tools supplied. Seat height 440 to 540mm
(17 1/4˝ to 21 1/4˝). Seat width 525mm (20 1/2˝). Seat depth 380mm
(15˝). Footprint 620×520×520mm (24 1/2×20 1/2×20 1/2˝).
Weight 3.2kg.
091325463
Maximum
user weight

2

160
kg

25
st

3 Etac Edge Corner Shower Stool
®

The Edge is a comfortable, height adjustable triangular shower
stool that fits perfectly into a corner, taking up very little space.
It features a stable and comfortable seat that can be set with a
slight forward angle to facilitate standing. It is possible to turn
the stool, offering a variety of positions, with the possibility of
alleviating hip pain by sitting in a saddle position. The Edge
stands firmly on all three legs thanks to its built-in flexibility and
the legs are slightly angled outward to increase the stability.
The soft ferrules ensure a stable grip on the floor and prevent
slipping. It is lightweight, corrosion resistant and easy to clean.
The Edge comes flat-packed and is easy to assemble without
tools. Is stackable. Footprint 520mm (20 1/2˝). Seat width 450mm
(17 3/4˝). Weight 2.6kg.
Seat Height
Colour
091163815 420 to 570mm (16½ to 22½˝)
Grey
Maximum
user weight

130 201/4
kg

st

4 Homecraft Chester Shower Stool
with Cut-Out
3

4

This sturdy showering stool has a padded seat and front cut-out
to aid personal cleansing. The legs have large rubber feet to
prevent slipping and to spread the weight load. Seat height
at front 465 to 610mm (18 ¼ to 24 ˝). Seat size 360×310mm
(14×12 ¼˝). Base footprint 400×395mm (15¾×15½˝) at lowest
height. Weight 3.9kg.
081305333
Maximum
user weight

150 23½
kg

st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
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Shower Stools

1 Homecraft Ocean Shower Stool with Contour Seat
This shower stool has a shaped seat that is designed to fit the
body more comfortably. The raised edges of the seat have
gripping handles to give the user extra confidence and stability.
For additional support the seat is available with a curved backrest.
With an aluminium frame and moulded plastic seat, this stool is
both lightweight and corrosion resistant. Perforated for drainage,
the seat height is adjustable between 406 and 508mm (16 and 20˝).
Seat dimensions 510×320mm (20×12 1/2˝).
Weight
091075282 Without Backrest
2kg
091075290 With Backrest
3kg
Maximum
user weight

1

182 281/2
kg

st

2 Homecraft Ocean Heavy Duty Shower Stool
With an extra wide seat for the larger user, this heavy duty stool
is both strong and sturdy. The aluminium frame and moulded
plastic seat mean this stool is lightweight and corrosion resistant.
For safety and support the stool has two armrests and also has
handles built into the seat itself. The stool is supplied flat packed
and is easy to assemble. The legs are height adjustable between
483 and 585mm (19 and 23˝) with the armrests situated 127mm
(5˝) higher than the seat. Width between arms 610mm (24˝).
Seat size 520×340mm (20 1/2×13 1/4˝). Backrest 410×195mm
(16×7 3/4˝). Footprint 610×375mm (24×14¾˝). Weight 3.8kg.
081611060
Maximum
user weight

204
kg

32
st

1

2

2

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
BARIATRIC
This product is designed for bariatric users.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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White Line Shower Stools & Chairs
1

2

The Homecraft White Line Range has height adjustable
aluminium frames with moulded plastic seats and
backrests. The modern design is both lightweight
and corrosion resistant. Supplied flat packed, they
are easy to assemble with the tools supplied.
1 Homecraft White Line Shower Stool
A height adjustable, aluminium shower stool with a cut out seat
to enable easier personal cleansing. Seat height adjustable from
470 to 570mm (18 1/2 to 22 1/2˝). Seat width 400mm (15 3/4˝).
Seat depth 400mm (15 3/4˝). External width 470mm (18 1/2˝).
091438670

3

4

Maximum
user weight

130 201/4
kg

st

2 Homecraft White Line Shower Stool
with Arms
Similar to the shower stool above (091438670), but with armrests
for extra support when raising and lowering. Seat height adjustable
from 470 to 570mm (183/4 to 223/4˝). Seat width 400mm (15 3/4˝).
Seat depth 400mm (153/4˝). External width 470mm (181/2˝).
091438688
Maximum
user weight

130 201/4
kg

st

3 Homecraft White Line Shower Chair
This shower chair has a plastic backrest to offer additional support
and comfort. Seat height adjustable from 470 to 570mm (181/2 to
221/2˝). Seat width 400mm (153/4˝). Seat depth 400mm (153/4˝).
External width 510mm (20˝). External depth 410mm (16˝).
091438696

5

Maximum
user weight

130 201/4
kg

st

4 Homecraft White Line Folding
Shower Chair
Similar to the shower chair above (091438696), with the added
ability to fold the chair for easy storage or transportation. Seat
height adjustment 470 to 570mm (18 1/2 to 22 1/2˝). Seat width
400mm (15 3/4˝). Seat depth 400mm (15 3/4˝). External width
440mm (17 1/4˝). External depth 420mm (16 1/2˝).
091438704
Maximum
user weight

130 201/4
kg

st

5 Homecraft White Line Wall Mounted
Shower Seats

6

This height adjustable aluminium shower seat has folding drop
down legs, enabling the seat to be folded away when not in use.
Seat height adjustment 440 to 540mm (17 1/2 to 21 1/2˝).
Overall width 440mm (17 1/2˝). Seat width 400mm (16˝).
Overall depth 520mm (20 3/4˝). Seat depth 400mm (16˝).
091477751
Maximum
user weight

130 201/4
kg

st

6 Homecraft White Line Corner
Shower Stool
The tripod shaped frame of this stool fits neatly into the corner of
a shower cubicle, making optimum use of the space available.
Seat height 440 to 540mm (17 1/4 to 21 1/4˝). Seat width 525mm
(20 1/2˝). Seat depth 380mm (15˝). Footprint 620×520×520mm
(24 1/2×20 1/2×20 1/2˝).
091325463
Maximum
user weight

448

160
kg

25
st
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Shower Stools & Chairs
Swift is a prize winning range of shower stools and chairs that are
both functional and attractive. Supplied flat-packed they are easy
to assemble without tools and can be dismantled for cleaning,
transport or storage. Manufactured from a combination of plastic
and aluminium that is sturdy yet flexible enough to adapt to
uneven floors. The soft ferrules ensure a good grip on all surfaces
and the anti-slip pattern on the seat provides safety and stability.
The oval telescoping legs are simple to adjust by hand. A handle
in the rear of the backrest makes the lightweight Swift easy to
carry and move.
Based on a modular concept, Swift can be adapted to meet
different needs. Available as a simple stool or a complete shower
chair, the stool can be quickly and easily converted to meet
the users changing needs by adding armrests or a backrest as
required. The seat has a cut out on one side and is solid on the
other and may be assembled in either direction to suit the user.
Swift is easy to clean in temperatures up to 85°C and may even
be cleaned in a dishwasher.
Backrest height 800 to 950mm (31 1/2 to 37 1/2˝). Seat size
540×410mm (21 1/4×16 1/4˝). Footprint at highest adjustment
540mm (21 1/4˝) wide, 500mm (19 1/2˝) deep. External width with
armrests 560mm (22˝). Width between armrests 450mm (17 3/4˝).
Available in three colours within the chair range and two colours
within the stool range.
1 Stool
Seat Height
Colour
Weight
091075571 420 to 570mm
Green
3.1kg
(16 ½ to 22½˝)
091422203 420 to 570mm
Grey
3.1kg
(16 ½ to 22½˝)
2 Chair
Seat Height
Colour
Weight
091075605 420 to 570mm
Green
4.7kg
(16 ½ to 22½˝)
091422229 420 to 570mm
Grey
4.7kg
(16 ½ to 22½˝)
091175272 420 to 570mm
Blue
4.7kg
(16 ½ to 22½˝)

1

ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED SEPARATELY

1

2

1

2

2

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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1 Etac® Swift Shower Stool

Bathing

Shower Chairs & Stools
1 Homecraft Comfort Shower Chairs

1

These chairs have a padded backrest and seat for comfort.
The seat has a front cut-out for easier personal hygiene.
The frame can be stacked for space saving or storage. Footprint
570mm (22 1/2˝) wide, 510mm (20˝) deep. Seat size 356×305mm
(14×12˝). Seat height 480mm (19˝). Weight 5kg.
081305341
Maximum
user weight

115
kg

18
st

2 Homecraft Lightweight Padded
Shower Chair
This lightweight shower chair is height adjustable and has
non-slip ferrules for safety. The frame is anodised aluminium
with stainless steel fittings, making it corrosion resistant.
Both the seat and the backrest are heavily padded for comfort.
The armrests provide additional security to the user and may be
flipped backwards to enable side transfer.
Seat size 405×405mm (16×16˝). Footprint 559×610mm
(22×24˝). External width 585mm (23˝). Seat height adjustment
445 to 545mm (17 1/2 to 21 1/2˝). Weight 4.6kg.
081107549
Maximum
user weight

2

3

136 211/4
kg

st

3 Homecraft Lightweight Shower Chair
with Cut-Out
Similar to the Padded Chair above, but with an aperture in the
seat to allow personal cleansing and to aid drainage. Supplied
with a pan to enable use as a commode. Specifications same as
081107549 Above.
081107556
Maximum
user weight

136 211/4
kg

st

4 Heavy Duty Adjustable Shower Chair
This strong, extra wide, adjustable shower stool has handles on
both sides of the seat, giving support to the user when raising
and lowering. Supplied with a removable padded polyurethane
backrest giving comfort and additional support for the larger user.
Powder coated steel frame with height adjustable legs.
The clip-on plastic seat can be easily removed for cleaning.
Seat height 450 to 600mm (17¾ to 23½˝). Seat width 680mm
(26¾˝). Seat depth 460mm (18˝). Width between arms 700mm
(27 1/2˝). Seat to top of arms 170mm (6¾˝). Footprint at maximum
height 800×600mm (31½×23½˝).
091191345
Maximum
user weight

318
kg

50
st

4

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
BARIATRIC
This product is designed for bariatric users.
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Harrogate Shower Chairs

1

1 Homecraft Harrogate Shower Chairs
A quality range of sturdy shower chairs. The plastic seat is curved
to give comfort and has drainage holes for excess water.
The static versions are fitted with ferrules to reduce slipping
and the wheeled chairs have four braked castors, 75mm (3˝)
in diameter. Seat width 432mm (17˝). Footprint 508×572mm
(20×22 1/2˝). Width between arms 560mm (22˝).
Seat Height
Weight
Fixed Height
091075811
508mm (20˝)
6.8kg
Adjustable Height
091075993
483-660mm (19-26˝)
7.8kg
Wheeled
091076371
508mm (20˝)
8.8kg
Wheeled Adjustable
081124510
483-660mm (19-26˝)
9.8kg
Maximum
user weight

166
kg

26
st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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Shower Stools & Chairs
1 Bariatric Shower Bench and Bedside Commode

1

The Bariatric Shower Bench and Bedside Commode have
been designed with a number of features that help provide
a comfortable seat for bariatric users. The backrest can be
adjusted in depth +/- 60mm (2 1/4˝) and has curved tubing to
ensure comfort for any body shape. Having the right height for
the user ensures success in getting in and out of the chair and
these chairs are adjustable from 420 to 550mm (16 1/2 to 21 1/2˝).
‘Butterfly’ armrests ensure the body doesn’t get squeezed getting
in to and out of the chair whilst providing a good grip for sitting
and getting up. The high-tech, lightweight tubing provides the
highest strength at the lowest weight and the removable seat pad
ensures these items are easy to clean. The Bedside Commode
can also be used as a shower chair with a cut-out seat and
includes a pan as standard. Seating depth 400 to 520mm
(15 3/4 to 20 1/2˝). Available in two seat widths, 610mm (24˝)
and 710mm (28˝).
Shower Bench
Seat Width
Overall Width
Weight
091202720 610mm (24˝) 730mm (28 3/4˝) 7kg
091202738 710mm (28˝) 830mm (32 1/2˝) 7.7kg
Bedside Commode
Seat Width
Overall Width
Weight
091202670 610mm (24˝) 730mm (28 3/4˝) 7kg
091202688 710mm (28˝) 830mm (32 1/2˝) 7.7kg
Maximum
user weight

1

325
kg

51
st

2 Homecraft Uni-Frame Folding
Shower Chair
This frame is height adjustable using pin clips and folds for
storage when the seat is unclipped. The seat is perforated for
easy drainage and has a cut-out for personal cleansing. Base
footprint 530mm wide×438mm deep (20 3/4×17˝). Seat height
415 to 544mm (16 1/2 to 21 1/2˝). Seat size 452mm wide×403mm
deep (17 3/4×16˝). Backrest pad size 127×295mm (5×11 1/2˝).
Folded width 90mm (3 1/2˝). Weight 8.1kg.
081305358 Shower Chair
081124627 Screw Down Feet x 4
Maximum
user weight

120 183/4
kg

st

ALSO SUITABLE AS A SHOWER BENCH

2

2

BARIATRIC
These products are designed for bariatric users.
SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
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Shower Chairs

1 Homecraft Stationary Shower Chair
This comfortable shower chair features a supportive backrest and
fixed armrests for additional safety when showering. Available
as a height adjustable option that enables the user to adjust the
seat to the preferred position. Holes in the seat enable speedy
water drainage. The plastic coated steel frame is finished with slip
resistant rubber ferrules. Seat width 460mm (18˝).
Seat depth 390mm (15 1/4˝). External width 530mm (20 3/4˝).
External depth 560mm (22˝).
Seat Height
091357474 410mm (16 1/4˝)
091325448 460 to 610mm (18 to 24˝)
Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

2 Homecraft Mobile Shower Chair
An attractive, plastic-coated, steel-framed shower chair with four
swiveling, braked castors for safety and a pushing handle for
convenience. Easy to manoeuvre, this shower chair can be used
for transferring the user from one place to another before and
after showering. Seat width 460mm (18˝). Seat depth 390mm
(15 1/4˝). External width 540mm (21 1/4˝). External depth 600mm
(23 1/2˝). Diameter of castors 100mm (4˝).
Seat Height
091357193 485mm (19˝)
091438605 485 to 600mm (19 to 23 1/2˝)
Maximum
user weight

160
kg

2

25
st

3 Homecraft Extra Wide Shower Chair
Similar to the Stationary Shower Chair above but with a wider
frame for the larger user. Seat height 470mm (18 1/2˝). Seat width
460mm (18˝). Seat depth 390mm (15 1/4˝). Width between arms
520mm (20 1/2˝). External height 865mm (34˝). External width
580mm (22 3/4˝). External depth 570mm (22 1/2˝).
091438407
Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

4 Homecraft Mobile Shower Chair
with Detachable Arms
This mobile shower chair has detachable armrests, making it
easier for the user to side transfer. A pushing handle enables the
chair to be manoeuvred into place after the user is seated. All four
castors have brakes for additional safety and security. Seat height
485 mm (19˝). Seat width 460mm (18˝). Seat depth 390mm
(15 1/4˝). External height 885mm (34 3/4˝). External width 540mm
(21 1/4˝). External depth 600mm (23 1/2˝). Diameter of castors
100mm (4˝).
091357201
Maximum
user weight

160
kg

3

4

25
st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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Wheeled Shower Commode Chairs

SQUARE BOWL WITH FOOTREST

DISPOSABLE PANRACK WITHOUT FOOTREST

DISPOSABLE PANRACK WITH FOOTREST

Homecraft Atlantic Commode Shower Chair
The Homecraft Atlantic Commode and Shower Chairs are
stylish, easily manoeuvrable and very easy to clean. Available
in three widths: 455mm (18˝), 510mm (20˝) and 560mm (22˝)
to accommodate a wider variety of users. The weight capacity
of 18˝ model is 160kg (25st) and 225kg (35¼st) for the 20 and
22˝ models. The chairs are manufactured from durable plastic
coated steel and are ideal where infection control is an issue.
All upholstery and braked castors are colour co-ordinated in
blue. The multi function armrests are: swing back; drop down;
detachable and come complete with an easy to operate hygienic
arm catch. The hygienic clip-on aperture seat, backrest and arms
can easily be removed for cleaning or stored away. A toilet roll
holder is supplied with all models.
Supplied with a square bowl as standard, however, an optional
perfection pan rack can be fitted enabling the chairs to be used
with a re-usable bed pan and a disposable bed pan. Models
091439082 and 091439108 are supplied with a disposable pan
rack as standard, enabling the use of a disposable pan only.
For full specification, please see the reference table on the
adjacent page.
091438944 455mm (18˝)
Without footrests
091167485 455mm (18˝)
With footrests
091439082 455mm (18˝)
Without footrests with disposable panrack
091439108 455mm (18˝)
With footrests & disposable panrack
Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

Accessories and Spares
091439884 Aperture Seat for 091438944 & 091167485
091439850 Aperture Seat for 091439082 & 091439108
091439918 Aperture Seat for 091438951, 091439066,
081533660 & 091167501
091184217 Perfection Pan Rack
091081876 Perfection Bed Pan
091081280 Standard Square Bowl
091460112 Spare castor

091439850

454

091439884

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
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Wheeled Shower Commode Chairs
Bathing

BARIATRIC 20˝ WITH FOOTREST

BARIATRIC 22˝ WITHOUT FOOTREST

BARIATRIC 22˝ WITH FOOTREST

1

SWING BACK, DETACHABLE ARMRESTS

091439918

EASY TO CLEAN

091081280

091184217

Specifications

1 Homecraft Atlantic Bariatric Commode
Shower Chair
The bariatric versions have the added feature of a front cut-out on
the aperture seat to enable easier personal cleansing.
091438951 510mm (20˝)
Without footrests
081533660 510mm (20˝)
With footrests
091439066 560mm (22˝)
Without footrests
091167501 560mm (22˝)
With footrests
Maximum
user weight

225 351/4
kg

st

Overall Height
Overall Width
Overall Depth
Seat Height - Padded
Seat Height - Aperture
Clearance
Width Between Armrests
Seat Depth
Castors
Maximum User Weight

091438944
091167485
091439082
091439108
995mm (39¼˝)
600mm (23½˝)
780mm (31˝)
545mm (21½˝)
535mm (20¾˝)
*See below
455mm (18˝)
460mm (17¾˝)
130mm (5˝)
160kg / 25st

091438951
081533660

091439066
091167501

995mm (39¼˝)
620mm (24½˝)
780mm (31˝)
535mm (20¾˝)
505mm (19¾˝)
440mm (17½˝)
510mm (20˝)
430mm (17˝)
130mm (5˝)
225kg / 35¼st

995mm (39¼˝)
670mm (26½˝)
780mm (31˝)
535mm (20¾˝)
505mm (19¾˝)
440mm (17½˝)
560mm (22˝)
430mm (17˝)
130mm (5˝)
225kg / 35¼st

*Clearance 091438944 Series (Square Bowl) - 480mm (18¾˝), (Disposable Pan Rack) - 470mm (18½˝)
SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and
full spares listing please contact Customer Services.

BARIATRIC
These products are designed
for bariatric users

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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Wheeled Shower Commode Chairs
1 Etac® Clean Self-Propelled
Shower Commode Chair

1

2

A

2

B

The Clean shower commode chair is comfortable, secure and
easy to use. Every detail has been designed to make things
easier in the shower and toilet for both users and carers.
Designed for durability, Clean has no welding seams or holes,
thus reducing the risk of corrosion. The seat is fully open to the
rear instead of the front, facilitating intimate hygiene by the carer
or user. The armrests can be removed or swung away and the
footrest slides quickly and easily underneath the seat when not in
use, making transfers easier and safer. Supplied with large rear
wheels for users who can propel themselves. The rear wheels are
mounted well back and the brake handles move under the seat
edge when applied, leaving plenty of space for safe and easy
side transfers. The self-propelled Clean is a well balanced shower
chair that is easy to manoeuvre.
A range of accessories are available, allowing the seat to be
tailored to the users requirements (see item 2 below). Seat height
550mm (21¾˝). Under seat clearance 495mm (19½˝). Seat width
480mm (18¾˝). Width between armrests 435mm (17˝). Length
of armrests 360mm (14¼˝). Height between seat and armrests
220mm (8¾˝). External width 690mm (27¼˝). External depth
(excluding footrest) 730mm (28¾˝). Rear wheels 610mm (24˝)
diameter. Weight 20kg.
091075878
Maximum
user weight

130 201/4
kg

st

2 Etac Clean Accessories
®

2

C

2

D

The following accessories fit all four Clean models on page 457.
091075928 A Green Heat Reflecting Soft Seat Pad
091163831 B Grey Full Seat Cushion
091538040 Comfort Seat (not illustrated)
091536937 Trunk Support (not illustrated)
091075886 Green Commode Pan and Lid (not illustrated)
091423078 C Grey Commode Pan and Lid
091075894 Green Pan Holder (for Clean Pan) (not illustrated)
091075910 D Safety Cross Bar
The following accessories fit 091075852, 091075860
and 091422385
091075977 Small Castors 80mm (3¼˝) to reduce
the seat height by 50mm (2˝) x 2 (not illustrated)

3 Bariatric Mobile Commode

3

Modern and attractive, this commode is robust and wide enough
to suit a bariatric user with comfort and ease. The design enables
the chair to be used as a commode, shower chair or over the
toilet. The seat and back are manufactured from polyurethane for
a soft feel and easy to clean solution. The shape of the reinforced
back frame allows the chair to fit flush over the toilet cistern. The
height adjustable pram handles ensure that the carer is pushing
the patient at the correct position. The armrests can be swung
away or removed for side transfers. Footplates clip-on and swing
away but are not height adjustable. The oval pan with handle
can be inserted to the front or rear of the frame, which allows the
frame to be positioned against a wall and still remain in use.
All four, 125mm (5˝) swivel castors are lockable. Weight 31kg.
Technical Specification:
• Seat height 585mm (23˝)
• Back height 390mm (15 1/2˝)
• Seat width 640mm (25 1/4˝)
• Width between armrests 550mm (21 3/4˝)
• Seat depth 470mm (18 1/2˝)
• Seat clearance 465mm (18 1/4˝)
• Orifice width 270mm (10¾˝)
• Orifice depth 410mm 16¼˝)
• Overall depth including foot plates 980mm (38½˝)
• Overall height 1075mm (42 1/3˝)
091309996
Maximum
user weight

254
kg

40
st

BARIATRIC
This product is designed for bariatric users.
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Wheeled Shower Commode Chairs
1

Clean is a prize winning, international best selling shower
commode chair that is comfortable, secure and easy to use.
Every detail has been designed to make things easier in the
shower and toilet for both users and carers. Designed for
durability, Clean has no welding seams or holes, thus reducing
the risk of corrosion. The seat is fully open to the rear instead
of the front, facilitating intimate hygiene by the carer or user.
The armrests can be removed or swung away and the footrest
slides quickly and easily underneath the seat when not in use,
making transfers easier and safer. Clean is suitable for use
over both floor and wall mounted toilets. Supplied with four
lockable castors for flexibility in all situations. Choose from two
frames, dependent on either the height of user or the under seat
clearance required for the toilet, or a height adjustable version.
Accessories are available (see page 456), allowing the seat to be
tailored to the users requirements.
Seat width 480mm (18¾˝). Width between armrests 435mm
(17˝). Length of armrests 360mm (14¼˝). Distance between
seat and armrests 220mm (8¾˝). External width 520mm (20½˝).
Castors 125mm diameter. Weight 14kg.
Seat
Handle
Height
Height
Clearance
Clean 49 - Green
091075852
490mm
1020mm
435mm
(19¼˝)
(40˝)
(17˝)
Clean 49 - Grey
091422385
490mm
1020mm
435mm
(19¼˝)
(40˝)
(17˝)
Clean 55 - Green
091075860
550mm
1070mm
495mm
(21¾˝)
(42˝)
(19½˝)
Height Adjustable Clean - Grey
091163856
475 to
1000 to
420 to
600mm
1150mm
545mm
(18¾ – 23½˝) (39¼ – 45¼˝) (16½ – 21½˝)
Maximum
user weight

130 201/4
kg

st

1

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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1 Etac® Clean Wheeled Shower Commode Chair

Bathing

Wheeled Shower Commode Chairs
1

1 Homecraft Aluminium Shower
Commode Chair
A lightweight, mobile shower commode chair that can also be
used over the toilet. The chair is rust proof due to the anodised
aluminium frame, making it ideal for use in a wet environment.
It incorporates a pushing handle and swivel castors to enable
carers to push the patient around with ease and in comfort.
The blow moulded seat can be easily removed for cleaning.
All four castors have brakes for added safety. Supplied with a
commode pan as standard. Optional footrests are available.
Seat height 570mm (22½˝). Seat width 430mm (17˝). Seat
depth 460mm (18˝). Clearance height without pan 490mm
(19¼˝). Armrest height above seat 170mm (6¾˝). External height
1050mm (41¼˝). External width 560mm (22˝). External depth
585mm (23˝). External depth with footrests 830mm (32½˝).
Diameter of castors 125mm (5˝).
091438738 Shower Commode Chair
091438431 Optional footrest
Maximum
user weight

2

100 153/4
kg

st

2 Homecraft Ocean Wheeled Shower
Commode Chair
This attendant propelled shower and commode chair features
a comfortable contoured horseshoe seat for washing and toileting
use. The backrest and armrests are padded for comfort and
support. Manufactured from corrosion resistant materials,
it is durable and easy to clean. The aluminium frame can be
easily dismantled, ensuring it is compact and lightweight for
transport and storage. Supplied with a commode pan and four
braked castors. Seat size 410×410mm (16×16˝). Seat height
520mm (21˝). Width between arms 450mm (18˝).
Aperture diameter 160mm (6 1/4˝). Size when dismantled
950×600×240mm (37 1/2×23 1/2×9 1/2˝). Weight 10kg.
081443308
Maximum
user weight

150 231/4
kg

st

3 Homecraft Gull Wing Attendant Commode
and Shower Chair

3

This multi-purpose, heavy duty shower commode chair is made
from durable, plastic coated steel tubing with flip-back gull wing
style armrests and a comfortable moulded seat. It features an
attendant pushing handle and is designed to be wheeled over a
standard toilet. Supplied with four swivel brake castors, a foldaway footrest and commode pan. Seat height 580mm (22¾˝).
Seat width 445mm (17½˝). Seat depth 430mm (17˝). External
height 1020mm (40˝). External width 515mm (20¼˝). External
depth 650mm (25½˝). Under seat clearance 480mm (19˝).
Castors 100mm (4˝) in diameter.
091357367
Maximum
user weight

140
kg

22
st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
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Wheeled Shower Commode Chairs

Maximum
user weight

1

SELF-PROPELLED FIXED HEIGHT

1

125 191/2
kg

st

2 Homecraft Deluxe Heavy Duty Shower
Commode Chairs
These deluxe shower commode chairs feature a lightweight,
silver painted aluminium frame, which provides a rust free, high
strength product. Available as attendant-propelled or selfpropelling offering the user independence. Brakes on all four
wheels for security, the swing away, detachable footrests offer
comfort and support whilst being transported and the armrests
can be flipped back to facilitate side transfer. These chairs can
be used in a shower cubicle or wet room, used as a commode
or over a standard toilet bowl. The front of the seat is cut-away
to facilitate personal hygiene and a seat insert is provided for
comfort during transport. Supplied with a square commode pan
as standard. The detachable back enables the shower commode
chairs to be partially dismantled for more compact storage.
These heavy duty chairs have an increased seat width and a
corresponding increase in maximum user weight.
Overall height 990mm (40˝). Depth without footrests: Selfpropelled 840mm (33˝); Attendant-propelled 550mm (21¾˝).
Depth with footrests: Self-propelled 1110mm (43¾˝); Attendantpropelled 810mm (31¾˝). Seat height 495 to 570mm (19½ to
22½˝). Seat depth 425mm (16¾˝). Aperture size 190 x 360mm
(7½ x 14˝). Front wheel diameter 130mm (5˝). Rear selfpropelling wheels 600mm (24˝). Under seat clearance 430 to
505mm (17 to 20˝).
Propulsion
Seat Width
091563469 Attendant
510mm (20˝)
091563485 Self
510mm (20˝)

ATTENDANT FIXED HEIGHT

2

Maximum
150 231/2
kg
st
user weight
091563477 Attendant
560mm (22˝”)
665mm (26 1/4˝)
091563493 Self
560mm (22˝)
690mm (27˝)
Maximum
user weight

200 311/2
kg

st

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.

ATTENDANT FIXED HEIGHT

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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1 Homecraft Deluxe Shower Commode Chairs
These deluxe shower commode chair feature a lightweight,
silver painted aluminium frame, which provides a rust free, high
strength product. Available as attendant-propelled or selfpropelling offering the user independence. Brakes on all four
wheels for security, the swing away, detachable footrests offer
comfort and support whilst being transported and the armrests
can be flipped back to facilitate side transfer. These chairs can
be used in a shower cubicle or wet room, used as a commode
or over a standard toilet bowl. The front of the seat is cut-away
to facilitate personal hygiene and a seat insert is provided for
comfort during transport. Supplied with a square commode pan
as standard. The detachable back enables the shower commode
chairs to be partially dismantled for more compact storage.
Overall height 990mm (40˝). Depth without footrests: Selfpropelled 840mm (33˝); Attendant-propelled 550mm (21¾˝).
Depth with footrests: Self-propelled 1110mm (43¾˝); Attendantpropelled 810mm (31¾˝). Overall width: Self-propelled 690mm
(27˝); Attendant-propelled 555mm (21¾˝). Seat width 457mm
(18˝). Seat depth 425mm (16 3/4˝). Aperture size 190 x 360mm
(7½×14˝). Front wheel diameter 130mm (5˝). Rear self-propelling
wheels 600mm (24˝). Under seat clearance: Fixed height 465mm
(18½˝); Adjustable height 430 to 505mm (17 to 20˝).
Seat height
091183706 Attendant
540mm
Fixed Height
(21¼˝)
081135367 Self-Propelled
540mm
Fixed Height
(21¼˝)
091563444 Self-Propelled
495 to 570mm
Height Adjustable
(19½ to 22½˝)

Bathing

Wheeled Shower Commode Chairs
1 Homecraft Deluxe Tilt in Space Shower
Commode Chairs

1

This chair has all of the exceptional features of the Height
Adjustable Attendant Wheeled Shower Commode, but has the
additional advantage of being able to tilt the user to provide
a secure and comfortable position for washing and toileting.
Suitable for patients with more complex support requirements
it can be reclined from -5 up to 30 degrees. The padded neck
support is fully adjustable and can be positioned at any angle for
maximum comfort.
Overall height 1170mm (46˝). Overall width 560mm (22˝).
Seat height 530 to 605mm (20¾ to 23¾˝).
Seat depth 425mm (16¾˝). Seat width 457mm (18˝).
Aperture size 190 x 360mm (7½×14˝).
Wheel diameter 130mm (5˝).
Under seat clearance 430 to 505mm (17 to 20˝).
091563501
Shower Commode Tilt in Space
Maximum
user weight

130 201/4
kg

st

2 Bariatric Attendant Wheeled
Shower Commode Chair
This stainless steel commode can be used as a shower chair,
a commode or over the toilet. The chair is extra wide, strongly
built and the design takes into account the physical dimensions
and levels of comfort required by larger individuals. Available in
two widths, 610mm (24˝) and 710mm (28˝) with the added option
of ‘Butterfly’ armrests that add an extra 100mm (4˝) to the seating
width, which means the body doesn’t get squeezed getting in to
and out of the chair. A solid one-piece handle bar ensures that
the carer can maintain a good grip and the chair is equipped with
industrial vinyl castors for easy manoeuvrability. The extra long,
angled armrests are removable to allow easy access for washing
or transferring. The chair has a comfortable padded, split seat
that is both waterproof and anti-bacterial.
The space between the padded backrest and the seat is 320mm
(12 1/2˝), this provides the carer with room to manoeuvre the
patient into the correct position. The PU foam footrests are width
adjustable, spreading up to a total of 1100mm (43 1/4˝), enabling
those with fat tissue on their inner thigh to sit comfortably. Seat
depth 560mm (22˝). Seat height 550mm (21 3/4˝). Floor to handle
bar 990mm (39˝). Seat to footrest 400 to 480mm (15 3/4 to 19˝).
Footrest width adjustment 580 to 1100mm (22 3/4 to 43 1/4˝).
Backrest size 320×520mm (12 1/2×20 1/2˝). Under seat clearance
445mm (17 1/2˝). Wheel diameter 125mm (5˝).
Standard Armrests Seat width
Overall width
091180314
610mm (24˝)
670mm (26 1/4˝)
091202704
710mm (28˝)
770mm (30 1/4˝)
Butterfly Armrests Seat width
Overall width
091202696
610mm (24˝)
670mm (26 1/4˝)

2

Maximum
user weight

2

325
kg

51
st

3-4
wks

2

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
BARIATRIC
These products are designed for bariatric users.

3-4
wks

STANDARD ARMRESTS

460

BUTTERFLY ARMRESTS WITH FOOTRESTS SPREAD

DELIVERY
Delivery is approximately 3 to 4 weeks. These items are shipped direct.
Oversize items will be subject to additional carriage charges. See page
790 - 792 for details.
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Wheeled Shower Commode Chairs
1

1

The Swift Mobile Tilt has a comfortable seat that is both angle and
height adjustable. The seat has the same features as the Swift
Mobile and includes heel straps as standard to prevent the feet
from slipping backwards. The tilt function is easily controlled by
a metal bar that runs the full width of the chair, enabling the carer
to stand to the side of the chair when adjusting the seat angle.
This enables the carer and the user to maintain eye contact
for better communication. Supplied with adjustable headrest.
The seat unit can be angled from +5 to -30 degrees and with a
simple adjustment, this can be altered to 0 to -35 degrees. Seat
height adjustable from 500 to 650mm (19 3/4 to 25 1/2˝). Under
seat clearance 340 to 465mm (13 1/4 to 18 1/4˝). Width between
armrests: Swift Mobile Tilt 135 480mm (19˝). Swift Mobile Tilt
160 540mm (21 3/4˝). Armrest height above seat 220mm (8 1/2˝).
Handle height above seat 490mm (19 1/4˝). External width 580mm
(22 3/4˝). External length 940mm (37˝). Weight 19.7 kg.
091311356
Swift Mobile Tilt 135
Maximum
user weight

135 211/4

091428135

Swift Mobile Tilt 160

Maximum
user weight

160

kg

kg

1

st

25
st

2 Etac® Swift Mobile Tilt Accessories
091311364 A Full Seat Cover
091311372 B Comfort Seat with Smaller Aperture
091171701 C Soft Back Support
091536937 Trunk Support (Not Illustrated)
091311380 D Safety Strap
091311398 E Chest Harness Belt
091311414 F Cross Bar
091311430 G Hemiplegia Armrest
091311463 H Leg and Calf Support
091311489 I Anti Tip Bars-inclusive attachment
091311547 Commode Pan with Lid and Handle
(Not Illustrated)
091311554 Attachments for Pan or Bucket Holder
(Not Illustrated)
091311562 Pan Holder (Not Illustrated)
091311570 Attachment for Low Mounting of Pan
(Not Illustrated)

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

2

PRICES
For up-to-date prices please see our Website, alternatively contact
your Sales Representative or Customer Services.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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1 Etac® Swift Mobile Tilt

Bathing

Wheeled Shower Commode Chairs & Trolleys
1 Dura-Tilt Shower Commode Chair

1

Made of easy-to-clean and durable PVC plastic, this tiltable
shower chair can also be used as a commode chair when the
pan is attached. Simple push-button operation allows the carer to
tilt the chair to three positions to safely and comfortably position
those who tend to lean or slide forward or have trunk control
problems. Easy to push and pivot with extra-large swivel locking
castors, the chair cradles clients in a reclined position providing
security and safety when showering or toileting. When tilted, the
open-front, padded toilet seat and reclined position provides a
sense of comfort and privacy. Includes safety belt and commode
pan. External width 580mm (23˝). Total length when reclined
1610mm (63 1/2˝). Backrest height 900mm (35 1/2˝).
Width between arms 460mm (18˝). Seat depth 430mm (17˝).
Backrest cradle 420mm (16 1/2˝), with 90° fixed angle seat to
back. Four recline positions 100°, 115°, 130° and 145°.
081172295 Dura-Tilt Shower/Commode Chair
081172311 Head Support
Maximum
user weight

91
kg

141/4
st

2 Shower Trolley
This shower trolley is designed to allow washing or showering of
patient’s in a supine position. Mobile and easy to manoeuvre, it
makes transferring a patient to the bathing area simple, allowing
the patient to be showered, dried and clothed whilst minimising
the risk of back injury to the carer. Three locking castors prevent
movement during patient transfer and the fourth castor has
directional locking to assist manoeuvrability. Drop down sides on
both sides of the trolley enable transfer of the patient, whilst the
padded liner and head support improve comfort. Surface area
1930×750mm (76×29½˝). Depth of sides 200mm (8˝). Height of
fixed model 960mm (37¾˝).
091077031

1

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

2

NEW

2-4
wks
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DELIVERY
Delivery is approximately 2-4 weeks. These items are oversize and
are subject to additional carriage charges. Please contact Customer
Services for additional information.

www.performancehealth.co.uk for Prices & Full Range of Products

Shower Screens
1

2 Portable Shower Screens
Manufactured from opaque polycarbonate encased in stylish and
sturdy aluminium frames, these portable shower screens have
integral handles for moving and carrying. Finished in soft white
to blend into most shower areas, the frames have a rounded
edge profile for safety and style. The hinges rotate through 90°,
enabling the screen to be positioned or moved as required.
Available as a two panel screen, each panel measuring 900mm
(35 1/2˝). Also available in two heights.
Height
Weight
091428283 Two Panel 750mm (29 1/2˝) 11kg
091176106 Two Panel 900mm (35 1/2˝) 13kg

3 Carerscreen
The Carerscreen is an easily portable alternative to a fixed shower
enclosure. Compact and lightweight, it helps to keep the carer dry
during assisted bathing, whilst the folding design allows for easy
storage when not in use. Fitted with robust handles to assist with
positioning and lifting, the Carerscreen is easy to handle and use
when a temporary shower enclosure is required. By incorporating
more panels within the screen, it enables adjustment for the
carer to be closer to the user. The low screen height, 750mm
(29 1/2˝), also allows easier reaching for the carer. Two year
guarantee. Available without a water seal on the underside of the
screens only. Panels measure 750×450mm (29 1/2˝×17 3/4˝) and
750×225mm (29 1/2˝×8 1/2˝). Weight 9kg.
091428341 Without Seal

2

3

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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1 Portascreen Shower Guard
The Portascreen shower guard makes containing shower
spray simple. Portable and easy to handle, the Portascreen
folds flat for storage. The hinged doors are easily moved and
positioned to provide maximum protection for the carer when
assisting with a shower. Height 815mm (32˝). Total length
1474mm (4´ 10˝). Size when folded 530×815mm (21×32˝).
Weight 8.5kg.
091077064

Bathing

Bathing Accessories
1

1 EZ Shower
A practical bedside shower that can be hung on either a bed
post or IV pole via a strong nylon cord. The bag holds 11.3 litres
(2 1/2 gallons) of water, which is directed through a 60cm (24˝)
hose to a compact shower rose. The hose has an on/off switch
so that the user has full control of the water flow. Ideal for use with
the inflatable bath or shampoo basin. Weight 930kg.
091078187

2 Hair Washing Tray for Bed
A shaped plastic tray that enables hair to be washed in bed by a
helper with no spillage or discomfort. The waste water runs from
the spout to a suitable receptacle placed on the floor. Colour of
tray may vary. Width 395mm (15 1/2˝). Length 755mm (29 3/4˝).
Weight 700g.
091078146

2
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Bathing Accessories
1

2 Homecraft Shampoo Basin
Simple, sturdy PVC shampoo basin that easily inflates by mouth
or pump. Ideal for bed use, it is easily and conveniently drained
with a one-way hose. Length 660mm (26˝). Width 610mm (24˝).
Depth 150mm (6˝). Weight 725g.
091078153

3 Nilaqua Shampoo
Completely clean hair without water or rinsing. Ideal for camping,
travelling and the elderly or infirm. Nilaqua Shampoo is an alcohol
free and hospital-approved hair cleanser that leaves hair fresh,
clean and odour free without water or rinsing. Simply apply,
massage to a lather and towel dry. Note this is not a dry
shampoo.
091311034 200ml bottle

2

4 Rinse Free Shampoo Cap
Shampoo your hair without water or rinsing! The Rinse Free
Shampoo Cap is the most convenient and effective way to clean
and revive your hair without any fuss. The Rinse Free Shampoo
Cap can be warmed in a microwave prior to use for the nicest
feeling of warmth during a cleansing head and hair massage.
Simply place the cap on your head and massage until the hair
feels saturated. Remove the cap and discard in an appropriate
receptacle. No additional conditioner is required. Towel dry the
hair, comb and style as normal. The Rinse Free Shampoo Cap is
perfect on camping holidays or when ill or convalescing.
091310978 Sold as single units

3

4

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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1 Inflatable Shampoo Basin
Designed for comfortable and convenient in-bed shampooing,
this inflatable basin provides secure, form-fitting support
that cushions the head and shoulders and includes a built-in
inflatable headrest. Made from heavy duty vinyl. The 1m (40˝)
flexible drainage hose has a stopper at the end for control when
emptying. Designed to be lightweight, portable and compact for
convenient storage. Width 610mm (24˝). Length 510mm (20˝).
Depth 200mm (8˝). Weight 680g.
091078161

Bathing

Bathing Accessories
1

1 Hair Washing Tray
Easy to use tray rests comfortably on the shoulders for easy
upright shampooing. Features a unique flexible rubber edging
that surrounds the tray and neck opening to provide superior
comfort and prevent slipping. Compact and lightweight,
it prevents awkward bending for those with limited motion and
reduces back strain for the carer. A raised edge prevents the
water from spilling over and contoured sides support the neck.
A 889mm (35˝) strap wraps around the user’s forearm to
stabilise the tray. Size 330×445mm (13×17 1/2˝). Weight 550g.
091078203

2 Homecraft Hair Washing Tray for Sink
A plastic tray, shaped to fit behind the neck and attached
with a hook and loop strap. Enables hair to be washed by
a helper over a sink or bath with no spillage.
Width 214mm (8 1/2˝). Depth 50mm (2˝). Weight 175g.
091078138

3 Comfort Cape Hair Washing Tray

2

This soft, lightweight flexible hair washing tray conforms
around any chair or basin, allowing the user to remain upright
during shampooing and reducing the risk of back strain for
the carer. The buckle fastening allows adjustment to multiple
neck sizes. Hook & loop straps are provided for a snug fit.
Width 585mm (23˝). Length 635mm (25˝). Depth 75mm (3˝).
081166263

3

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
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1 Homecraft Inflatable Bath Cushion
This inflatable cushion gives additional comfort and support when
bathing. Four sucker feet on the underside secure it to the bath
to prevent movement. Size when inflated 432×432mm (17×17˝).
Weight 210g.
091077403

2 Homecraft Bath Cushion
A soft, non-slip cushion designed to make bathing a safe
and comfortable experience. The foam inner is fully sealed
in the waterproof outer, making it easy to clean and disinfect
with normal cleaning agents. The cushion has suckers on the
underside and the rear to keep it securely in place.
Seat size 355×320mm (14×12 1/2˝). Backrest 320×320mm
(12 1/2×12 1/2˝). Thickness 35mm (1 1/2˝). Weight 390g.
091077411 A Complete Cushion
091536457 B Seat Only

3 Homecraft Bath Pillow
Inflatable pillow that improves the bathing experience. The PVC
pillow is easily inflated to the desired firmness and is covered in a
white terry cloth for comfort. Four suction feet on the back of the
pillow ensure it remains in the correct position on the bath. Width
533mm (21˝). Length 400mm (153/4˝). Weight 200g.
091077460

A

2

B

2

3

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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Bathing Accessories
1

1 Bath Shortener
Designed to enable shorter people to bathe in safety and comfort.
Rubber suckers are fitted to attach the Bath Shortener to the foot
of the bath to prevent it slipping. Does not interfere with water
filling or draining. Shortens the bath by approx 255mm (10˝).
Height 330mm (13˝). Width 356mm (14˝). Weight 1.8kg.
091078328
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

2 Bath Safety Strips
These bath safety strips are perfect for all bath shapes and
sizes. They are made from soft textured rubber and are adhesive
backed for easy installation. Supplied as a pack of 20 strips.
Length 216mm (8 1/2˝).
081295302

3 Homecraft Everyday Corner Shower Mat

2

A unique design that fits corner showers to reduce the risk of
slipping. The ‘basket-weave’ pattern is an effective non-slip
surface and the mat is held in place with numerous, large
suckers. Made from high quality natural rubber, the corners
have been sculpted to fit a variety of drain-hole positions.
Size 660×480mm (19×26˝).
091421098

3

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
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B

C

1 Homecraft Everyday Bath and Shower Mats
The Everyday mat is a practical solution to bathing security.
The ‘basket weave’ surface reduces the risk of slipping whilst
standing or sitting. The mat has excellent grip due to the large
number of suckers and the high-grade rubber material. Multiple
drainage holes allow water to drain off the surface quickly. Four
different sizes allow you to select the correct size of mat for your
bath or shower to ensure adequate surface coverage.
Bath Mats Size
Dimensions
570×350mm
081305408 A Regular
(22 1/2×13 3/4˝)
081305416 B Large
760×350mm
(30×13 3/4˝)
081107572 C Extra Large
945×350mm
(37×13 3/4˝)
Shower Mat Dimensions
081569755 D Regular
540×540mm
(21 1/4×21 1/4˝)

D

A

2 Homecraft Sure Tread Bath and Shower Mats

2

Sure Tread non-slip bath and shower mats give you an extra
sense of security and total peace of mind. With their raised ridges
and unique design, the mats allow you to stand or sit, without
slipping, on a wet surface. The mats grip securely and safely due
to their high-grade medical rubber content and additional suction
cups. Enjoy the ultimate secure experience of bathing with Sure
Tread. Machine washable at 40˚.
Dimensions
081569821 A Bath Mat
780×350mm
(30 3/4×13 3/4˝)
091077106 B Shower Mat
555×555mm
(21 3/4×21 3/4˝)

A

B

3 Homecraft Soft-Feel Bath and Shower Mats
The soft-feel non-slip bath mats are especially designed for extra
comfort. The waterproof foam material gives you the combination
of safety and comfort you’ve been looking for. The latex free
material also allows additional choice for allergy sufferers.
Available in two different sizes.
Dimensions
091077247 A Regular Bath Mat 700×405mm
(27 1/2×16˝)
091204551 B Shower Mat
555×555mm
(22×22˝)

3

LATEX
FREE
A

B

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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1

LATEX
FREE

1 Cast and Dressing Protectors
These comfortable waterproof protectors are easy to use and
have a self-sealing band allowing them to be submerged.
Simply slip over a cast or dressing on either the leg or arm to
protect them whilst showering or bathing. The neoprene band has
a wide area of contact and therefore does not pinch the skin or
feel constrictive. The main body is made from a pliable waterproof
PVC/nylon mesh, which is roomy and slip resistant. It also
contains an antimicrobial treatment providing protection against
bacterial and fungal attack. The protectors are re-usable and will
last, on average, eight weeks with normal use. Not suitable for
use with open or undressed wounds. Latex free.
Limb
Circumference
091078054 Arm (above elbow) 250-290mm
091078062 Leg (above knee)
390-540mm
091078070 Full Leg
520-650mm

2 Foot Brush and Sponge
For hygiene of lower extremities while standing or sitting. Useful
for people with limited access to feet. It has a plastic contoured
handle with a nylon brush for comfortable cleaning of feet.
Supplied with one large sponge and two small toe sponges.
Length is 610mm (24˝), with 95mm (3 3/4˝) brush, 35mm (1 1/3˝)
wedge-tip sponge. Weight 120g.
091077734

1

2

LATEX
FREE

1

LATEX
FREE

2

PRICES
For up-to-date prices please see our Website, alternatively contact
your Sales Representative or Customer Services.
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Long Handled Bathing Accessories
1

2

2

3

3

1 Homecraft Long Handled Sponges
These long handled sponges and pads are mounted on plastic
coated wire to allow the legs, feet and back to be reached. The
wire is flexible enough to bend to any shape to make reaching
easier. A range of pastel coloured sponges on long coated wires
with pastel grey plastic built up handles. Available in two lengths.
Full Length Weight
091077569 Retail Packed 380mm (15˝) 75g
091077593 Retail Packed 610mm (24˝) 100g
091077585 Non Retail
610mm (24˝) 100g

2 Homecraft Long Handled Toe Washer
A long stem with plastic built up handle and a flat wire frame
covered in a white towelling pad for washing between the toes.
Two pads included. Length 710mm (28˝). Weight 120g.
081305440

3 Homecraft Long Handled Sheepskin Pad
A luxury double thickness sheepskin pad with a plastic built up
handgrip that can be bent to any angle required. Suitable for
washing or powdering. Pad size 95×125mm (3 3/4×5˝).
Length 610mm (24˝). Weight 135g.
091077668

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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1

1 Etac® Beauty Bathing Range

1

A

The Etac Beauty body care range is ergonomically designed and
carefully balanced to provide maximum power with minimal effort
and strain. Each product has a unique shape that makes it easier
to reach further. The hair washer is shaped to ensure it reaches
all over the head and massages the entire scalp, substituting the
fingers when shampooing. Both the body and the back washers
have removable cloths that wash effectively without absorbing
water, ensuring they stay light and balanced even when wet.
For more products within this range see the grooming
accessories section within the catalogue.
Length
Weight

C

B

1

091077650 A Hairwasher
091077635 B Bodywasher
091077619 C Backwasher
091077627 Spare Backwash Cloth
091077643 Spare Bodywash Cloth

1

300mm
370mm
770mm

80g
112g
203g

2 Sammons Preston Bendable Long
Handled Sponges

2
A

The special handle on these sponges allows users to manually
bend and straighten them multiple times to aid in cleaning hard
to reach areas. Unlike most sponge handles, these do not require
a heat gun to change position. Users are able to use this one
sponge to clean difficult to reach areas, such as the back and
distal areas like the feet. Total length 560mm (22˝). Weight 60g.
081202886
081202878

A
B

Round
Contoured

3 Sammons Preston Economy
Long Handled Sponges
B

These sponges are mounted on white, plastic handles which can
be customised with a heat gun and bent to the desired angle.
The sponges are treated with an anti-bacterial agent that
prolongs their life. Loofah style sponge features a rough surface
on one side for added scrubbing action and a standard sponge
on the other side. Total length 572mm (22 1/2˝). Weight 60g.
081170067
081170059
081170158

A
B
C

Loofah
Round
Contoured

3
A

B

C

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
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1

1

2

2

3

3

2 Homecraft Long Handled Bath Brush
A light, evenly balanced brush, designed to reach back and legs
more effectively. The soft bristles ensure that skin is cleaned
without scratching. The handle is shaped to enable it to be
gripped gently without extra pressure being required. A hanging
loop is included so that the brush can be hung up to dry.
Length 380mm (15˝). Weight 150g.
091421080

3 Body Brush
This massaging brush has smooth bristles on either side that
adapt to the body’s contours. The long handle enables the user
to reach difficult body parts such as their back or shoulders.
Can be used either wet or dry. Length 430mm (17˝). Weight 214g.
091077684

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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1 Homecraft Long Handled Net Sponge
This long handled net body washer is a luxurious alternative to
a brush or sponge. The scrunched-up net encourages the soap
to lather, providing a more enjoyable wash. The curved handle
allows difficult areas to be washed, especially for those with
restricted reach. The handle has a loop to enable it to be hung up
in the bath or shower. Length 380mm (15˝). Weight 80g.
091077676

Bathing

Bathing Accessories
1 Homecraft Flannel Strap and Wash Mit

1

A cotton flannel strap designed to help reach awkward places.
The cotton terry surface can be used for washing and the coarse
foam on the reverse can be used for scouring and toning your
skin. The D-shape handles allow an easy, secure grip. Supplied
with a matching hand mitt for washing the remainder of your
body. Hand wash at 40°C. Length of strap 800mm (31 1/2˝).
Width 100mm (4˝). Total length 940mm (37˝). Weight 107g.
081611078

2 Homecraft Dual Function Lotion
and Cream Applicator

1

1

Apply cream and massage skin at the same time with this longhandled applicator. Simply remove the top of the applicator and
fill with the desired cream or lotion. The rotating balls ensure
even distribution and a pleasant massage. Alternatively, the
interchangeable foam head can be used to apply thicker creams
directly onto the skin. The foam head should be cleaned in hot,
soapy water. All other parts are dishwasher safe. Handle length
350mm (13 3/4˝). Weight 150g.
091077445

3 Lotion Applicator
Specially designed to help apply moisturising lotions, suntan oils,
sport creams and medications on hard to reach places. The built
up, ribbed handle has a thumb rest and is angled in two places
for maximum manoeuvrability. The sponge can be removed when
worn and replaced with a new one. Handle is 305mm (12˝) long.
Weight 50g.
091077973 Lotion Applicator
091077981 Replacement Sponges×2

2

2

2

3

3

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
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1

2 Soapy Soles™
This gentle massage pad has hundreds of soft little bristles
to clean your feet with no bending or reaching. It attaches to
the bathtub or shower floor by powerful suction cups on its
underside. Simply wet it, apply a quantity of your favourite liquid
soap and rub your foot back and fourth for a thorough, soothing
foot wash. A great solution for people with limited lower extremity
movement, back pain or those with balance problems.
Size 290×140×30mm (11 1/2×5 1/2×1 1/4˝). Weight 300g.
081200864

3 Suction Brush for Nails or Dentures

2

This small brush is mounted onto two rubber suckers for
attaching to smooth, non-porous surfaces, e.g. sinks, tiles.
This suction brush can have different applications, such as: nails,
dentures, cleaning vegetables etc. It allows one handed usage
whilst performing these tasks. Length 104mm (4˝). Width 51mm
(2˝). Weight 50g.
081166370

3

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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1 ShowerSandal™
The ShowerSandal requires no bending or stretching to use.
Simply affix the suction cups to the floor of the shower or bath,
wet it, apply some liquid soap and rub your foot back and forth
for a thorough, refreshing foot wash. The ShowerSandal is
designed to clean your entire foot, including in-between toes,
the arch, heel, sides and top of the foot. It is especially useful
for people who have difficulty bending or those who have a
condition requiring special foot care. The ShowerSandal gives a
gentle massage while providing comfort and safety by alleviating
the need to bend. May be cleaned in either the dishwasher or
washing machine.
091178870 Blue

Bathing

Bath Steps
1 Homecraft Savanah™ Modular Bath Step

1

1

1

This attractive, modular bath step has been specifically designed
to make daily activities easier, especially getting into and out of
the bath. The large surface area gives the user confidence and
the textured surface provides additional safety. A single step has
a 100mm (4˝) raise and the modularity of the Savanah Bath Step
allows it to be stacked on top of each other or clipped together
to give a larger area or create a small stair. Each additional
step adds an extra 50mm (2˝) to the height of the step, up to a
maximum of six steps (giving a 355mm (14˝) raise). Both sides
of the step have a curved cut out near the floor, allowing it to be
picked up and moved around easily. A foam pad is supplied that
fits neatly onto the surface of the step, making it both warm and
soft underfoot. Surface area 356×457mm (14×18˝). Footprint
381×483 (15×19˝). Weight 1.3kg.
091077510 Single Riser Retail Packed
081124536 Single Riser Non Retail
091162379 Bulk Pack of 12 Steps
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

2 Homecraft Adjustable Height Bath Step

2

This step will assist when getting into or out of the bath. The step
comprises of four layers which join together allowing the height to
be adjusted to suit the individual user. Height of step 100mm (4˝),
in 25mm (1˝) increments. Step size 457×356mm (18×14˝).
Weight 3.4kg. Set of 4.
081533793
Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

3 Step-Two
This strong, lightweight step has a large textured area and
central lifting hole. The step rests on non-slip pads for safety and
is reversible to provide either a 4˝ or 6˝ step. Length 530mm
(20 3/4˝). Width 350mm (13 3/4˝). Weight 1.6kg.
091077528

3

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

4 Prima Bath Step
With a large flat surface area and built in non-slip pads, this bath
step is safe and secure in use. Supplied as a set, comprising a
50mm (2˝) step, plus two 25mm (1˝) risers, four non-slip feet and
a link to allow two steps to be fixed together side by side.
Step height 50mm (2˝) to 100mm (4˝) using the risers provided,
or may be assembled up to 355mm (14˝) high by purchasing
additional 25mm (1˝) risers. Surface area 445×350mm
(17 1/2×13 3/4˝).
081116391 Retail Packed Step
091078245 Bath Step Riser
091163666 Bulk pack of 10 Risers
Maximum
user weight

318
kg

50
st

4

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
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Bath Side Rails
1

2

2 Homecraft Deluxe Bathtub Grab Rail
Similar to the grab rail above, but with a simple adjustment
method on the side of the rail and a stylish design.
Length 495mm (19 1/2˝). Height above bath side 375mm (14 3/4˝).
Clamp width adjustment 76 to 178mm (3 to 7˝). Weight 2.5kg.
081135433

3 Padded Grab Rail
This grab rail provides additional support when getting in and out
of the bath or shower. Easy to fit and remove from the bath, the
padding gives extra grip and comfort to sensitive hands.
Height above bath side 267mm (10 1/2˝). Clamp width adjustment
57 to 140mm (2 1/2 to 5 1/2˝). Weight 2.6kg.
081135441

3

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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Bathing

1 Homecraft Bathtub Grab Rail
Providing a firm handle at the bath side, this rail helps give
confidence and stability when getting in and out of the bath.
The coated steel rail is fixed to the side of the bath by a stainless
steel clamp, cushioned on the inside by rubber pads.
Length 457mm (18˝). Height above bath side 349mm (133/4˝).
Clamp width adjustment 55 to 115mm (21/4 to 41/2˝). Weight 2.4kg.
081116474

Bathing

Grab Rails
1 Homecraft Moulded Fluted Grab Rails

1

This cost effective range of plastic grab rails is made from white
PVC tubes with moulded end fittings. They have circular fixing
plates which have a covering disc supplied that clips into place,
hiding the screw heads. The tubes are fluted along their length to
provide better grip for wet hands. Diameter of tubes 38mm (11/2˝).
Distance from wall 50mm (21/3˝). Disc diameter 91mm (33/5˝).
No electrical earthing required. Screws are not included.
Available in six different lengths.
Length
Weight
081306174 305mm (12˝)
295g
091101641 381mm (15˝)
370g
081306190 410mm (16˝)
395g
081306208 457mm (18˝)
440g
081306216 610mm (24˝)
595g
081306224 914mm (36˝)
885g

2 Days EasyBar Suction Grab Rail

2

A

The EasyBar suction grab rail offers a sturdy and safe support
to the user without having to screw the product to the wall.
It benefits from safety lock indicators that display green when
secure and red when the rail is not secured. It is designed for
use only on smooth and non-porous surfaces such tiles, glass,
porcelain or fibreglass. Ideal for assisting the user when standing
and suitable for temporary or permanent use. No fixings required,
making it very convenient when away or travelling.
Available in two different lengths.
091325786 A 350mm (13 3/4˝)
091325802 B 500mm (19 1/2˝)

3 Natural Grip Plastic Grab Rails

B

Ergonomically designed grab rails that provide the best possible
shape to fit the user's hand. Made from polypropylene with a
stainless steel moulded insert throughout the length of the rail
for additional strength. Suitable for inside or outside use.
No electrical earthing required. Available in three different lengths.
Length
Diameter (Narrowest/Widest)
091100882 300mm
25mm/ 32mm
091100908 450mm
25mm/ 32mm
091100924 600mm
25mm/ 32mm

3

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
SPARES
Spares are available for this product, for details and full spares listing
please contact Customer Services.
INFORMATION
Rail length measurements are from the centre of the fixing plate.
The maximum user weight/load for these products is dependent upon
the choice of fixings used and the mounting surface. For this reason,
all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications
and/or experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures
are appropriate for the specific installation.
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Grab Rails
1

2 Prima Grab Rails
An innovation in safety grab rail design. The Prima grab rails
feature special soft grip mouldings around the bar to reduce the
risk of slipping, even with wet, soapy hands. The bars are strong,
one-piece moulded plastic with the super reinforced strength
of an internal non-rust aluminium tube. The ergonomical grip is
comfortable and never cold to touch. The straight bars can be
mounted horizontally, vertically or diagonally. The two specially
designed angled rails are ideal for the toilet, helping the users
with weak hand strength to rise from the seat. Available in a range
of four different lengths and angles to suit most locations.
Mint
White
Length
091101898 091158732 300mm (12˝)
091101906 091158740 400mm (16˝)
091101914 091158757 450mm (18˝)
091101922 091158765 600mm (24˝)
091101930 091158773 Angled 325mm (13˝)
091101948 091158781 Angled 400mm (16˝)
Maximum
user weight

160
kg

2

25
st

2

2

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
INFORMATION
Rail length measurements are from the centre of the fixing plate.
The maximum user weight/load for these products is dependent upon
the choice of fixings used and the mounting surface. For this reason,
all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications
and/or experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures
are appropriate for the specific installation.

UK Medical Customers Tel: 03448 730 035
UK Trade Customers Tel: 03444 124 330
International Customers Tel: +44 1623 448 706
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1 Homecraft GripSure™ Grab Rail
GripSure grab rails have soft, ribbed mouldings to provide
additional grip in wet areas. They are warm to the touch and the
subtle, stylish design makes the rails suitable for use in a variety
of areas around the home. The ergonomic elliptical rail is easy
to grip and can be mounted horizontally, vertically or diagonally.
The oval shaped fixing plates have an attractive covering that
clips easily into place. Diameter of rails 37mm. Distance from
wall 37mm. Rail length measurements are from the centre of the
fixing plate. No electrical earthing required. Available in four sizes.
Non Retail Packed
091187822 300mm (12˝)
091187830 400mm (16˝)
091188077 450mm (18˝)
091188093 600mm (24˝)

Bathing

Grab Rails
1

1 Homecraft Polished Stainless
Steel Grab Rails

1

This stylish range of grab rails has been designed to offer
additional support in the bathroom area or around the home,
whilst blending into a modern decor. The rails are both durable
and rust resistant due to the stainless steel construction, whilst
the polished mirror finish provides a high quality, modern look to
compliment any bathroom environment. The oval shaped fixing
plates have an attractive cover to hide unsightly screw heads.
Diameter of rails 32mm (1 1/4˝). Distance from wall 50mm (2˝).
The rails are available in either an elegantly simple straight rail
design or a sleek curved rail design to add a touch of style to
any bathroom. Both designs are available in three sizes.
Straight
Length
091329101 305mm (12˝)
091329119 450mm (18˝)
091329127 610mm (24˝)
Curved
091329143 305mm (12˝)
091329150 450mm (18˝)
091329168 610mm (24˝)

2 Homecraft Chrome Rails
These chrome plated steel rails are both durable and practical.
They have a patterned, indented grip to help prevent hands
slipping on them. The tubing is a comfortable 25mm (1˝) in
diameter and they stand off from the wall by 38mm (1 1/2˝).
Available in five sizes.
091101427 305mm (12˝)
081570464 406mm (16˝)
081570472 450mm (18˝)
091101484 610mm (24˝)
091101484 812mm (32˝)

2

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are available in retail packaging.
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